APRIL
no view of London, for the smoke of a million
chimneys lies like a black sheet over the city, hiding
it and obliterating the green hills Tilbury way,
the green hills Harrow way, and the emerald heath
at Hampstead.
In a box at the base of the Monument sits a grey-
haired man who takes your threepence and tells
you that there are three hundred and eleven steps
in the spiral staircase ; and, yes, the fish at Billings-
gate is pretty strong this morning ; and, no, very
few people ever come to climb the Monument at
this time of year ! (He agrees that this is the right
time to climb it!) But in the season you couldn't
count the Americans and Japanese and French
people and others of less obvious nationality who
like to walk about on the roof of London and gaze
out on the greenness of Kent, and trace the Thames
twisting like a silver eel through the darkness and
the smoke towards hills and the sea.
* And they all blame the steps !9 says the guardian
of the Monument. c Some think we ought to put
in a lift. But what I say is : If you can go up and
not feel a twinge of anything, then there's no need
for you to go wasting your money on doctors. . . .*
That man is right. The Monument staircase is
a cheap gymnasium. Once up and down every
day would reduce the superfluous fat of the City
of London, would send the blood tingling through
the body, and, if it did not kill within the week,
would be equivalent to many rounds of golf.
When^you look up from Step i you feel like a
microbe at the extremity of a long and curly cork-
screw. The staircase loops round and round, end-
ing in a far circle that seems no larger than a
finger-ring. At intervals all the way up thoughtful
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